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Assuring optimal equipment availability and budget security
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Service contracts that put the customer in focus
Clinicians need to be able to rely on their equipment to provide high-quality patient care. By choosing
services from Olympus, customers can be assured that they are getting the most value from their
equipment. Through INFOCUS Service Contracts, Olympus takes complete care of its customers’

range of Olympus devices. Equipment availability is optimised within different budget frames, giving
customers a clear picture of how their services are covered. INFOCUS Service Contracts provide
caregivers with confidence that their equipment is in capable, experienced and safe hands.

Service that addresses core needs
When customers sign an INFOCUS Service Contract, their priorities and requirements will be the focus of
service activities by Olympus.

Contracts that achieve optimal equipment availability
Working without interruptions and keeping planned patient schedules are essential for efficiency.
And high equipment availability plays an important role in caregivers’ daily routine. INFOCUS
Service Contracts offer a number of services including proactive management of uptime, which
decreases interruptions to patient schedules. Olympus makes equipment availability a focus of its
service contracts, giving customers complete peace of mind.
Contracts that fit all budgetary requirements
As hospitals look for ways to work more efficiently, staying within budgets and effective financial
planning are crucial. INFOCUS Service Contracts make clear what is covered, so customers
know the exact outlay. This results in maximised value for service and supports better financial
planning.
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Contracts that suit diverse clinical demands
Olympus INFOCUS Service Contracts were created to optimally respond to specific customer
situations and needs. They cover diverse budget demands and consider different equipment
availability requirements.
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Creating a higher standard of equipment uptime
Continuously functioning equipment can help hospitals to enhance efficiency, patient care and
patient outcomes. With INFOCUS Service Contracts, Olympus takes responsibility for maintaining
optimal uptime within each customer’s clinical environment. As a result, the customer can be sure
that their equipment is being managed in the best way possible, leading to reliable procedure
planning and revenue flow.

Maintaining OEM standards for complete assurance
Alongside proactive uptime management, Olympus ensures OEM guidelines and standards are always adhered
to. This helps provide high-quality service and keep equipment in optimal working condition. Moreover,
caregivers have complete assurance that their devices are safe and reliable to use.
A higher level of value that creates trust
While committing to helping customers maintain uptime in all INFOCUS Service Contracts, Olympus also
delivers agreements that offer higher uptime standards, and even a guaranteed level. As a result, customers can
be reassured that the level of equipment availability fits their needs and will be consistently maintained.

Increased efficiency of processes
Olympus defines uptime as the amount of time in which a certain device group is operational and ready to use.
High uptime paves the way for more efficient processes throughout the hospital. When Olympus is responsible
for maintaining high product availability, hospital staff gain more time to spend improving patient care. Proactive
management of uptime ensures customers can continue to treat patients with no interruptions.

Quality service that gives complete assurance
The uptime commitment from Olympus gives customers complete assurance that their devices will maintain
their value, remaining fully effective throughout the entire life cycle of the product. By signing an INFOCUS
Service Contract, customers gain peace of mind that their equipment is being taken care of by experienced,
qualified Olympus service representatives.

Proactive uptime management
To achieve the level of uptime hospitals need, Olympus delivers proactive service that focuses on minimising
workflow disruptions in the long term. Overall, Olympus maintains the customer’s inventory of Olympus medical
devices. In addition, services such as loan equipment and comprehensive consulting on damage prevention are
provided to ensure that uptime is maximised.
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Achieving optimal uptime within the customer’s
environment
In the following example, a hospital conducting
endoscopic procedures has a current uptime level of
90%. If it can increase this uptime level to 98%, the
number of procedures increases by 9%.

Interventions/procedures
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Creating a higher standard of equipment uptime
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Proactive service activities which help create optimal uptime
INFOCUS Service Contracts deliver proactive service in a number
of ways, including:
∙ Continuous consultation and training with the customer to prevent
damage to products
∙ On-site inspection and maintenance by Olympus technicians to
ensure products are in prime working order
∙ Repair and maintenance in accordance with OEM standards
∙ First-line telephone and remote support for troubleshooting
∙ Loan equipment to minimise disruptions
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The right contract for every budget
Getting the maximum value from hospital equipment is more important than ever before. Customers
are experiencing financial pressures, yet are now performing more procedures with their existing
equipment. INFOCUS Service Contracts are designed to balance day-to-day needs with economic
requirements, helping customers make the best use of their budgets and their equipment. Customers
can then stay safely within budget and plan more effectively.

Reduced administrative effort
Once an INFOCUS Service Contract is agreed, the rest is simple – services defined in the agreement can be
delivered without needing to estimate costs and secure approvals from relevant stakeholders. This reduced
workload results in more efficient workflows, decreases interruptions, and cuts out unnecessary administrative
effort.

Budget security
Olympus understands that customers have different needs when it comes to service coverage and budget. To
respond to these requirements, Olympus offers a range of options to make optimal use of available budgets.
For a peace-of-mind solution, customers can select a full-coverage option. This leads to complete budget and
planning security so customers don’t need to worry about unforeseen service costs during the lifetime of the
agreement.

Securing customers’ investments
Olympus utilises its knowledge in endoscopy, reprocessing and surgery departments to deliver products that
help treat patients safely.
Customers can secure their investments for longer when their equipment works reliably and effectively.
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Throughout the entire product life cycle, Olympus strives to make sure the equipment remains like new, ensuring
customers get the most value from their solutions.
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Agreements that suit unique clinical environments
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Olympus provides service solutions for all products within its range, providing hospitals with a
reliable service partner. From contract selection through to confirmation, INFOCUS Service Contracts
are in sync with the customer’s individual needs.
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A framework that fulfils budgetary and availability needs
Every customer has different routines, workflows and equipment. With every INFOCUS Service Contract,
Olympus provides personalised support to ensure their needs are addressed:
· Investigating the customer’s current situation, intensity of equipment use, device types and budget
· Considering the most important priorities to decide on the right service contract
· Reaching a joint decision with the customer on the best-fit solution
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INFOCUS Service Contracts dedicated to all Olympus products

Overview of Olympus product groups and INFOCUS Service Contracts
Continuously functioning equipment can help hospitals to enhance efficiency, patient care and patient
outcomes. With INFOCUS Service Contracts, Olympus takes responsibility for maintaining optimal uptime
within each customer’s clinical environment. As a result, the customer can be sure that their equipment is being
managed in the best way possible, leading to reliable procedure planning and revenue flow.

The right contract for increased uptime confidence – guaranteeing equipment availability
INFOCUS Uptime Prime
98% uptime guarantee
INFOCUS Uptime Prime ensures high equipment availability and fast
repairs for highly reliable and smooth workflows. Service activities are
proactively managed in order to meet the agreed uptime level. Full
cost coverage is included.

The right contract for every budget – balancing day-to-day needs with economic requirements
INFOCUS Complete and INFOCUS Complete+

INFOCUS Complete+

Total peace of mind for your budget

Equipment uptime is resumed through

INFOCUS Complete and Complete+ contracts provide full budget

repair-turnaround times and loan provision.

security by covering all corrective activities. Other benefits include
planning certainty and a significant reduction in administrative
workload.

INFOCUS Complete
Equipment uptime is resumed within the
regular Olympus exchange-turnaround times.

INFOCUS Prevent
Optimising equipment uptime with preventative actions
INFOCUS Prevent helps to maintain the value as well as the function
of the equipment and provides compliance with relevant guidelines
and regulations. By conducting regular measures it is ensured that
devices are working safely, reliably and effectively throughout their
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lifetime.
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A long-term service partnership
Olympus is an expert in medical and surgical endoscopy, as well as reprocessing systems, and is
highly experienced in working alongside customers. With this knowledge comes a deep understanding
of the service activities required to maintain this equipment and optimise its availability. Throughout
the entire term of an INFOCUS Service Contract, customers receive constant assistance, giving them
the expertise and experience required to cover their servicing needs today and in the future.
The right partner
Olympus supports customers over the entire lifetime of their INFOCUS Service Contract – giving advice
during contract selection, ensuring the fulfilment of service promises, and keeping in touch about ongoing
improvements. This close partnership ensures that customer demands and requirements are understood and
realised.

Expertise that provides more
INFOCUS Service Contracts make a number of commitments and Olympus has a strong team of experts on
hand to fulfil them. When a customer signs an INFOCUS contract, personalised support is assured.
For optimal equipment availability Olympus Uptime Support Managers provide expertise in damage prevention
and process improvements. They ensure the continuous functionality of the equipment and assist with correct
product handling to overcome availability challenges in the short and long term.
Product experts also offer training options, which help increase staff satisfaction and productivity, as well as
showing customers how to fully utilise their equipment.
And a team of technicians, territory managers and customer care employees are available over the phone and in
person to make sure customers receive the attention and services they need.

A strong and reliable service network
Technical staff receive
over 10,000 hours of
training per year to
stay up to speed with
the latest technological
advances.

Over 100 technicians
and engineers support
customers throughout
the UK.
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Experienced service
staff conduct more
than 35,000 repairs
annually in line with
global OEM standards.
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Contact Details

More about INFOCUS Service Contracts
Get in touch with your Olympus Service Sales
contact, who will provide you with detailed
information and calculate your personalised
INFOCUS Service Contract.

Specifications, design and accessories are subject to change without any notice or obligation on the part of the manufacturer.

KeyMed House, Stock Road, Southend-on-Sea, Essex, SS2 5QH, UK
Telephone: +44 (0)1702 616333
email: medical@olympus.co.uk website: www.olympus.co.uk
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